
FACILITY VISIT 

Facility Name: Just Like Home Preschool and Childcare Date: 10/14/2021 Time: 11:45

Provider: __________ Certificate #: 002501 Phone: 307-349-1905

Address: 664 Sweetwater City: Lander

Facility Type:  ___ FCCH X FCCC ___ CCC 

Comments/TA Provided:

Licenser stopped at facility to conduct monitoring visit. Director Cathy Janish was present with staff Sarah
and 13 children. Licenser verified that ratios and supervision were in compliance. Cathy directed licenser to go
back outside as she had a child test positive for COVID who was in attendance that day and the past week.
Licenser did observed children present and both Cathy and Sarah. Licenser explained she was there to check
on how things were going. Cathy admitted it was crazy today. She had a biting incident just as licenser was
approaching the door. Licenser did hear Cathy asking what happened, her voice is loud and does carry.
Licenser stated she was not being unkind to the children. Licenser heard her through the door, but she was just
on the other side of the door and Cathy's voice carries. Cathy said that is just the way it is, she has a loud
voice. When asked how Sarah is doing, Cathy responded Sarah is doing great. The rest of the visit licenser
and Cathy discussed how to handle the continual outbreaks of COVID. Public health is not very helpful these
days. Not getting much guidance from them. Licenser suggested writing up a COVID plan she can give her
parents. There are rules about communicable diseases and COVID is listed as a reportable communicable
disease on the Wyoming Public Health Communicable disease list. Licenser will send TA for looking up the
WPC list and section in the rule book. Licenser did not have Cathy sign the inspection report the day of the
visit. Copy will be mailed for Cathy to sign and return to licenser.
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